OASIS
Beige Lightweight Leather/Textile Patrol Boots

Standard: ENISO20347:2011
Category of Protection: G2 HRD WR FO
Mould: US
Size Range: 6.5 - 12 (UK) * 40 - 47 (Continental)
Leg Height: 16.5cm
Upper: Combination of 1.8-2.0mm BEIGE full grain breathable, waterproof, hydrophobic cow upper leather and BEIGE knitted (non-running) polyamid 6.6 (Cordura®) non-wicking fabric with 100% polyester felt
Upper Top Lining: Soft beige 3D mesh 100% polyester (LP)
Inner Lining: Beige 65% polyester - 35% Coolmax®
Sole Technology: Dual density PU/Rubber sole system (cushioning polyurethane mid-layer and hard-wearing durable YDS® nitrile rubber outer sole). Antistatic and oil resistant. Optimised wearer comfort through excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties. Grip and traction provided by the engineered sole structure enables superior mobility and balance over rough terrain and when scaling or traversing obstacles.
Comfort Features: Open cell, reticulated, non-wicking foam used to enable better fitting and reduce any pressure points developing or any hot spots
Footbed: Anatomically shaped, removable, washable, quick drying, shock absorbent, EVA footbed

Additional Benefits:
- 2.6mm reinforced thermoplastic toe box
- 2.7mm moulded leather board counter
- Rust proof fixtures and fittings
- Suitable socks: TEMPERATE or WARM WEATHER socks
- Easy donning and doffing

www.ydsboots.com